ACRPSS
1 Intuition about answer being rump (6)
4 Company locked in new prison finds bug (8)
10 A bee’s wings seen in strange square dance pose (9)
11 Insufficient time after survey (5)
12 Applies light touches and prints (4)
13 Depravity of type that comes after exercise runs (10)
15 Normal person who’s the obvious choice (7)
16 Recover from takeover by soldiers (6)
19 Open with love to replace a pin (6)
21 Finished most of performance for two later than expected (7)
23 Vague gut feeling about detective (10)
25 Depressing border on the east of Strasbourg (4)
27 Colour of vehicle crucial, according to reports (5)
28 Coin once subject to fifty percent cap? (4,5)
29 Might this tie one up on rocks at sea? (4,4)
30 Source of tension in lesson is human (6)

DOWN
1 Saving a place to display notices (8)
2 Capital of Aruba not moved across lake (4,5)
3 Character on staff almost split (4)
5 Depart in credit, getting the axe (7)
6 Relaxed about con being docked and kept with limits (10)
7 Asian island’s right answer on question one (5)
8 Observing nonentity ignoring hospital (6)
9 Confess, implicated in grotesque alliance (6)
14 Cleaner sort of witchcraft? (10)
17 Where an arch may be in the way (9)
18 Concluding thoughts originally on development of mineral (8)
20 Oh dear – elevation is short on house (5-2)
21 Officer in charge of sect dealing in the supernatural (6)
22 Show of hesitation after second heart (6)
24 Primate supporting doctor’s hanging (5)
26 Parrot’s speech organ, essentially (4)

Solution 15,617

JOTTER PAD